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● I’m here to briefly explain my 
experience as a data journalist 
focusing on COVID’s impact in 
Catalonia

● This self-learning project has brought 
about many professional surprises. I 
believe this only displays that data 
science & statistics are in great 
demand

● On May 9th, 2020, I had 41 followers 
(my friends, mainly). Today I’ve built a 
community of over 26.000 people

● Adding value is KEY!
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Before sharing my experience… what’s COVID?
SARS-CoV-2 virus produces the so-called COVID19 disease. Its name is #2 since 
it’s the second coronavirus to produce a Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
(SARS). 

The first one appeared during 2003 causing a few thousand cases, with a reported 
IFR about 10%. That’s around 10 times more deadly than COVID19.

Why has this one become a pandemic? Almost half of the infected patients are 
asymptomatic and contagious.  This has proved to be a HUGE problem. 
Seemingly fine people were spreading the virus unknowingly, and its spread 
was hugely asymmetrical: some didn’t infect at all, whereas others infected 20 
other individuals in a matter of a hours
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Some worldwide data
More than 150 million COVID19 cases have been confirmed to date. Real 
incidence is strictly higher due to limited testing.

With more than 3.200.000 confirmed deaths. This is also an underestimate.

Real incidence and deaths will only be available after the proper excess 
deaths estimates for the period. It will prove to be an arduous task, to say the 
least, since non democratic countries are highly reluctant to share data revealing 
the whole extent of the COVID19 crisis.
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Let’s talk about my little story...
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Can we get data of the pandemic at a local level, almost real-time?

Yes, thanks to Dades Obertes de Catalunya! This is the raw data that we can get:
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http://governobert.gencat.cat/ca/dades_obertes/


At first, I just wanted to see the evolution of weekly cases for my village… but 
ended up doing it for all the municipalities

It was more informative to analyse weekly cases rather than daily cases, specially 
for the ones with small populations.

Also, we needed to filter for active cases, rather than Ag positive cases (which 
show past infection):
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After a bit of data wrangling I finally got:
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Making it accessible to everyone by means of a shiny app:
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https://gerardgimenezadsuar.shinyapps.io/taula_positius/


Web’s feedback has been extremely positive

For several months, this little shiny app has received more than a thousand daily 
visits

I have also come to realise that more often than not, specially in the “fake 
news” era, information tends to calm down people!
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But… how’s the epidemic at the comarca level? 
● I wanted to get in just one picture the dynamics of each comarca, with just a 

glimpse.

● Following Robert Koch Institut’s guidance, I realised that the key indicator 

was weekly cases per 100.000 inhabitants

● Since the objective of all this was to prepare for the MESIO, this proved to be 

a nice programming challenge!

This was the result: 
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Maximizing the information in just one image
I wanted to show: 

1. Last 6 weeks’ evolution (upward, stable or downward trend)  
2. Immediate incidence level recognition using the color coding (red, yellow and 

green)

This was the result of several iterations. Interpreting plots can be trivial for us… 
however for the untrained it can be challenging. My goal was to bridge that gap 
while maintaining its rigour. Data visualization matters A LOT.
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Looking at the last 10 months, we can readily 
see the history of the several waves from this 

pandemic...
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From sharing plots on Twitter, to working for the Health 
Department at Generalitat

They were looking for data scientists as the need for data visualizations was 
growing. I had a case of imposter syndrome since my knowledge was very limited.

However, that was enough. On my first day, I had ready a daily report to be sent to 
hospitals and city halls summarizing the situation from the vast datasets available 
(much more info than the open data, obviously!).

Moving forward, there was the challenge to automatically identify outbreaks...
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My small script for outbreak identification:

By filtering and matching across 
cases and contacts, I could 
automate outbreak detection and 
increase it by 30%

Large outbreaks weren’t an issue - 
they were already detected - but 
small ones (3-4-5 people) went 
easily undetected… causing 
serious issues.
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Some of my other data visualizations...
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The pdf for the “famous” Rt
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Key takeaways

● Open data is key for a modern democracy, as people can join efforts 
towards a common goal.

● The demand for data scientists has been on the rise for more than a 
decade. 

● MESIO at FME UPC-UB is an excellent stepping stone for acquiring such 
skills.

● In this world aflush with data, knowing the tools to analyse it is a 
superpower. 

● Always bear in mind which is your audience, and adapt the message 
accordingly
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Thank you very much for your attention!
I am more than happy to answer your questions
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